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Abstract

Most of spectral embedding algorithms such as Isomap, LLE and Laplacian

Eigenmap only give map on training samples. One main problem of these

methods is to find the embedding of new samples, which is known as the out-

of-sample problem of spectral embedding. In this paper, we propose a neural

network based method to solve this problem. Neural network is used to train

and perform both the forward map from high dimensional image space to

low dimensional embedding space, and the backward map in the reverse di-

rection. Additionally, combining the forward and backward network, this

method is able to build auto-association model to retrieve high dimensional

data, and cross association model to learn high dimensional correspondences.

Experiments are conducted on real images for forward and backward map,

auto-association and cross association.

1 Introduction

The sample-based non-linear dimensionality reduction has attracted more and more re-

searchers’ attention [1, 5]. Many methods have been proposed including Isomap [15],

Locally Linear Embedding (LLE) [13], Laplacian Eigenmap [1], Hessian Eigenmap [6]

etc. Under the assumption that images of a certain object under varying visual flux lie

on a low dimensional manifold, these methods give a sample-based embedding of the

manifold[14], so they are well known as manifold learning.

Isomap [15] preserves the geodesic distances of each pair of data points, and computes

the embedding by minimizing the global error between Euclidean distances in embedded

space and geodesic distances of each pair of points in the original space. Based on the as-

sumption that each point could be reconstructed using linear combination of its neighbors

both in original space and embedded space, the LLE algorithm [13] finds the reconstruc-

tion weights by solving a least-squares problem and obtains the embedding by minimizing

the global reconstruction error. Laplacian Eigenmap first defines a neighborhood weight

matrix, and then obtains the embedding by minimizing the sum of pairwise distances

weighted by the weight matrix. Laplacian Eigenmap can be regarded as generalization of

the LLE with different choices of reconstruction weights.
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1.1 Out-of-sample Problem

A common problem shared by these methods is how to map the new samples to the em-

bedded space, which is called by Bengio et al. the ’out-of-sample’ problem[2]. Though

Tenenbaum et al. [15] mentioned that neural network may be used to model the mapping,

no further investigation was carried out. This problem has attracted many researchers’

attention, and some solutions have been provided. Bengio et al.[2] gave a kernel solution

to the problem. They integrated five types of sample-based unsupervised learning algo-

rithms into the same eigendecomposition framework, and considered them as learning

eigenfunctions of a kernel. Their method can achieve the satisfactory results on the five

spectral embedding algorithms, but the final map still needs to store all samples and the

low dimensional embedding. It is limited to eigendecomposition based manifold learning

algorithms.

He et al.[10] proposed Locality Preserving Projections (LPP), which gives a linear

solution to the out-of-sample problem. They aimed to preserving the Laplacian Eigenmap

criterion or the LLE criterion by applying linear projections. LPP yields a simple linear

map and can be further kernelized yielding a natural non-linear extension. However,

it is limited to LLE and Laplacian criteria. Zhang et al.[17] used the Gaussian radial

basis function to model the forward map and the inverse map of the manifold learning

algorithms. Though their method need not hold all original samples, it keeps all cluster

centers of radial basis functions instead which is not a compact enough expression yet.

1.2 Neural Network

Neural network is not only a model of biological neural system, but also an informa-

tion processing paradigm inspired by the biological neural systems[16]. It is composed

of a large number of highly interconnected neurons working together to solve specific

tasks. Neural network is very flexible and can be configured for a wide range of appli-

cations, such as pattern classification, function approximation, informational encoding

and retrieval[7]. Neural network has many other advantages, such as adaptive learning,

self-organization, real-time operation and parallel implementation, distributed memory.

Neural networks can be classified as supervised and unsupervised neural network, or

feed-forward and recurrent neural network.In this study, we use supervised feed-forward

neural network. The most frequently used configurations for supervised feed-forward

neural networks include

1. Binary output network, which is often used for classification.

2. Continuous output network, which is often used for function fitting. Neural network

is a powerful tool for function approximation which we take advantage of in this

study.

3. Multilayered network with high dimensional input and output, which is often used

for association model. We will use this kind of network in conjunction with mani-

fold learning to build association models.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows, we will describe the neural network

for manifold learning, including forward map and backward map in Section 2, combining

forward map and backward map for auto-association and cross association in Section
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3. Conclusion and discussion will be given in Section 4. Relevant experimental results

obtained on different data sets are presented in the corresponding sections.

2 Neural Network for Manifold Learning

Neural network can be expressed as y= f (x;W ), where x is the function variable andW
is the weights and biases of the network. Given samples {xi}, manifold learning attempts
to find the low dimensional embedding {yi} by minimizing a criterion

min
{yi}

Φ({yi},{xi}), (1)

for example, Isomap attempts to minimize Φ({yi},{xi}) = ∑i j(‖yi− y j‖− di j)
2. Here,

we attempt to solve the out-of-sample by using neural network to learn the relationship

between the input and output of manifold learning. There are two different approaches to

the problem:

1. Plug the network function into the criterion to obtain a optimization problem with

respect toW :

min
W

Φ({ f (xi,W )},{xi}). (2)

Solve the optimization to obtain the weights of the network.

2. Solve the embedding xi→ yi using an existing method, such as Isomap, then take
xi as inputs and yi as targets to train the network to obtainW .

We adopt the second approach. The first one may probably improve the performance a

little but it is harder to implement and will make the method less general. If using the first

one, we have to develop the different optimization algorithm for each manifold learning

algorithm independently. Due to the powerful expressive ability of neural network, the

trained network can then be used to compute the embedding of new data with high accu-

racy and versatility. We also learn the backwardmap from low dimensional representation

to image by using yi as inputs and xi as targets, the trained network can therefore be used

to compute high dimensional expression of a point in low dimensional parametrization

space. Furthermore, combination of the forward and backward network can be used to do

associative tasks: auto association on one set of data and cross association between two

set of data. We define the map from high dimensional image space to low dimensional

representation as forward map, the inverse map from low dimensional representation to

image space as backward map. Combination of forward map and backward map on the

same set of data was usually called auto-association[3]. Similarly combination of forward

map from one set of data to the embedding space and backward map from the embedding

space to another set of data is defined as cross association.

2.1 Forward Learning

As discussed above, manifold learning algorithms such as Isomap, LLE, can only give

map on training samples. If we use the training samples and its low dimensional repre-

sentation to train a neural network, the trained network can accomplish the out-of-sample
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tasks because of the accuracy and generalization of neural network. Many neural net-

work architectures can be considered [7]. In our applications, three-layered perceptron

networks are used. The following are the transfer equations of the network:

net
f
1 =W f1 x+b

f
1 a

f
1 = φ1(net

f
1)

net
f
2 =W f2 a

f
1 +b f2 a

f
2 = φ2(net

f
2)

ŷ= a
f
2

(3)

whereW
f
1 ,W

f
2 , b

f
1 and b

f
2 are the weights and biases of the hidden and output layer, net

f
1

and net
f
2 are the net input of the hidden and output layer, φ

f
1 and φ

f
2 are the activation

of the hidden and output layer, a
f
1 and a

f
2 are the output of the hidden and output layer.

The activation functions of the hidden layer and the output layer are selected as tangent

sigmoid function and pure linear function respectively. The scaled conjugate gradient

method is used to train the network. The number of hidden nodes is chosen moderately

small to ensure the generalization. The network is trained many times with random ini-

tialization, the result with the lowest training error is selected as the final result. This

procedure can ensure both performance on training set and generalization on testing set.

Because many manifold learning algorithms such as Isomap, LLE and Laplacian

Eigenmap, are not stable in orientation and scale, there is no straightforward method to

evaluate the precision of the generalization of the out-of-sample algorithm. We evaluate

the trained neural network in a similar way as Bengio et al.[2]. The data are splitted in two

sets, D = D1 ∪D2, D1 is used as the training set and D2 as the testing set, the following
procedure is then applied:

1. Find the embeddings of D and D1 separately using a manifold learning algorithm.

2. For samples in D1, find an invertible linear transformation to align the embedding

got by applying manifold learning algorithms on D as a whole and the embedding

obtained on D1 solely. The alignment cannot guarantee a perfect fitting between

the two embeddings, the fitting error is the intrinsic perturbation of the manifold

learning algorithm. Here, the embedding of D2 is used as the ’ground truth’ of the

embedding of testing set after the alignment.

3. Use D1 to train the neural network, obtain an estimation of the embedding of D2
using the network. Then the difference between the estimation and ground truth

obtained in Step 2 is computed as the experimental error.

Experiments are conducted on LLE + Frey data[13] and Isomap + statue data[15].

Fig 1(a) shows the results on LLE and Frey data. The data set contains 1968 grey-level

images. Each image has 28×20 pixels, and we reduce it to 2 dimensions using LLE. We
compare the mean and standard difference of the error of neural network to the means

and difference of intrinsic perturbation of LLE in Fig 1(a). Fig 1(b) shows the results on

Isomap and statue data. The data set contains 698 grey-level images. Each image has

64× 64 pixels, and is also reduced it to 2 dimensions using Isomap. Similarly, we also
compare the mean and standard difference of the error of neural network to the means and

difference of intrinsic perturbation of Isomap. Note that if the errors are at the same quan-

titative level as the intrinsic perturbation, and even if they are larger than the perturbation,

they are thought as acceptable results. The results shown in Fig 1(b) demonstrate that the

mean error of neural network is comparable to the mean of the intrinsic perturbation of

LLE and Isomap.
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Figure 1: Error bar of neural network applying to LLE + Frey data, and (left) Isomap +

statue data (right), error of forward neural network on test data comparing to linear fitting

error on training data. The horizontal axis is the number of testing samples.

2.2 Backward Learning

Similar to the forward case, the three-layered perceptron network with sigmoid and pure

linear activation functions are applied in backward learning. Experiments are conducted

on LLE + Frey data set[13] and Isomap + Feret data set. Fig 2(a) shows the results on

LLE and Frey data set. We reduce it to 2 dimensions using LLE. The number of hidden

units is nh = 6. Training is also similar to the forward case. Let w and h denote the width
and height of the bounding box of the training samples in low dimensional space. The

coordinate range of the figure is 1.6w× 1.5h. The resultant images from the backward
map are super-imposed at the corresponding low dimensional coordinates, and the low

dimensional coordinates for testing are uniformly distributed in this range. It is well

known that extrapolation from low dimensional to high dimensional space is extremely

challenging. From this figure, one can see that our method can achieve quite satisfactory

results even in the regionwith few training points nearby and that the extrapolation images

are also acceptable to some extent.

Fig 2(b) shows the results on Isomap and training plus FA subset of Feret data1. The

data set contains 2198 grey level images whose size is 54×48. We reduce it to 8 dimen-
sions using Isomap. The coordinate range of the figure is 1.6w×2h, the resultant images
from the backward map are super-imposed at the corresponding low dimensional coordi-

nates, and the low coordinates for testing are uniformly distributed in this range. From

the figure, one can see that our method works very well even far away from the convex

hull of the training samples. The algorithm successfully catches the two intrinsic degrees

of freedom of the data set: top-down, female to male and left-right, left lighting to right

lighting.

3 Combining Forward and Backward Network

3.1 Auto-Association

The auto-association mode of multilayer feed-forward neural network is an effective way

to performmany information processing tasks[3]. The architecture of our auto-association

model is similar to nonlinear component analysis (NLCA, or bottleneck network)[7], with

1MIT Media Lab., http://vismod.media.mit.edu/vismod/demos/facerec/
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Figure 2: Backward interpolation results of LLE on Frey database (a), and Isomap on

Feret database (b). Red lines: convex hull of training samples; blue stars: low dimensional

representation of training samples; faces: backward map results at corresponding points.

the difference that we train the forward and backward network separately, but NLCA train

the network as a whole, which is often hard to implement. The network consists of 5

layers, the input and output layers have equal dimensions, and the 3 middle layers are

nonlinear, linear and nonlinear respectively. The dimension of the linear layer is equal

to the dimension of the embedded space. Auto-association can be applied in the two

protocols as follows:

1. It can be used to determine whether a point in high dimensional space is on the

manifold or not. Use forward network to compute the low dimensional representa-

tion x→ ŷ, then map back to original space using backward network ŷ→ x̂. If the
error between the original and the back-mapped images is below a given threshold,

‖x− x̂‖ 6 θ , then x is considered on the manifold. This can be applied in object
detection and recognition.

2. Association network can also be used to project a high dimensional vector to the

manifold, and can therefore be applied to information storage and retrieval, image

denoising and occlusion removal, texture modeling etc. Here we will demonstrate

this application on texture modeling.

It is well-known that the bottleneck network with high dimensional input and output

is very hard to train. But if we use low dimensional embedding as output at the bottleneck

layer and train the network as two separate networks, the problems will be much easier.

Take the Feret experiments in previous sections as an example, the training can be finished

in 20 hours, but when we train the network as a whole, after 20 re-initialization and totally

250 hours running, no reasonable results come out.

Texture modeling is important for both visual perception and image editing[11]. Our

study in this section is motivated by Kwatra et al.[11]. We give a brief introduction to
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the example-based texture synthesis. The example-based texture synthesis is to construct

a larger image It which is a seamless tiling of Is, given an image of texture patch Is.

Kwatra et al. [11] presented an approach for texture synthesis based on optimization of

texture quality with respect to a similarity metric. This algorithmworks on the overlapped

patches from sample texture Is and target texture It . Let si denote any patch from Is, and

S denote the set of all patches si. Let t j denote any patch from It , and T denote the set

of all patches t j. If the coordinates in the image lattice covered by the box of t j is denoted

as L j, their similarity metric can be written as

min
t j

∑
t j∈T

min
si∈S

‖si− It(L j)‖. (4)

The constrained minimization is done by using an EM-like iterative procedure which

updates the content of each t j and its corresponding si alternatively.

We use an auto-associative network to model textures. The extracted patches from

the sample texture are mapped to a low dimensional manifold, then the manifold is used

to build an auto-associative neural network, finally, the patches on the target texture are

passed through the network to obtain a large texture image. The algorithm procedure is

described as follows:

1. Use a sliding window to extract patches si from the input sample image Is. The

window must slide through the whole sample image at a step length less than the

window size, and the integration of all the extracted patches must cover the whole

sample image.

2. Map the patches si ∈S into low dimension with Isomap algorithm si→ yi.

3. Train the forward network net f with the input data si ∈ S and the target output

data {yi}. Perform the forward net net f on si to get the real output data {ŷi}.

4. Take {ŷi} and {si} as input and target output data to train the backward network
netb which aims to obtaining an acceptable estimate for each si. Now that the

association network netb(net f (·)) has been constructed.

5. Initialize the target texture with directly tiling of the input sample;

6. Extract patches ti on the initialized texture in the similar way as step 1 and sort them

ascendingly by their distance from patches center to the nearest intersection cross

of tiling seams.

7. Perform the network for each target patch ti ∈T in the target texture It , then update

the patch with the network output t̂i immediately. The target patches are updated

according to the sorted order. After the training, the network representing the tex-

ture manifold is constructed. Performing the network will project the input patches

onto the texture manifold. So the target texture can reach flawless with the patches

containing tiling seam mapped accordingly. We update the target texture only once,

which is different from Kwatra et al.

The results are shown in Fig 3. Experiments are carried out on black grid, white grid and

bird seed texture. The target texture images are all 2×2 times as large as sample texture
images. In this experiment configuration, if we train the bottleneck network as a whole,

theoretically, similar results can be produced, but more tricks and tweaks are needed to

obtain comparable results.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: Texture Synthesis: (a) original sample textures; (b) association results; (c)

association results filtered with median.

3.2 Cross-Association

Many different high dimensional data sets are characterized by the same underlying pa-

rameters [9]. When these parameters are continuous and limited in number, they can be

reduced to the low dimensional space by manifold learning. The low dimensional rep-

resentation can be used to map correspondences between examples in high dimensional

datasets sharing the same underlying parameters. Many computer vision tasks can be

regarded as high dimensional correspondences, such as pose correspondence [9], sketch

synthesis from photo[12], and training-based super-resolution[4].

We formulate the problem of high dimensional correspondence as: given a subset of

two sets of high dimensional data that are in correspondence {xai ⇋ xbi }, and another set
of examples {xaj} with unknown correspondence, our task is to find {x

b
j} corresponding

to {xaj}.
Ham et al.[9] demonstrated that three unsupervised learning techniques, PCA, factor

analysis, and LLE can be generalized to learn a common low dimensional manifold struc-

ture between the disparate data sets, and LLE gave rise to the best results. They solved

the problem in a sample-based manner. The PCA and factor analysis can give a linear or

affine map, but their results are poorer; in the nonlinear case, LLE gives better results, but

cannot give out-of-sample extension.

We attempt to solve the problem using neural networks and manifold learning. The

data are mapped to low dimensional space and the embedding is used as an intermedium

to connect the two high dimensional data sets. We first stack xai and x
b
i to construct a new

set of data xi =
(

xai x
b
i

)T
.

Then we apply the following steps to construct a network to compute the correspon-

dence.

1. Apply Isomap on xi =
(

xai x
b
i

)T
to obtain a low dimensional representation

{yi};

2. Learn the map from {xai } to {yi} using a neural network neta;

3. Perform the network using {xai } as input to get {ŷi} as an estimation of {yi};

4. Learn the map from {ŷi} to {x
b
i } using a network netb;
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Silhouette Color Foreground

Association Results: color→ silhouette Association Results: silhouette→ color

Figure 4: Results of cross association

5. Connect output of neta and input of netb to construct a new network as the final

map, perform the final network using {xaj} as input to obtain the correspondence

{x̂bj}.

Fig 4 shows our experiments on CMU Mobogait database[8]. We use one of the mo-

tion sequences, crop and resize each image to 138×75, then extract color foreground and
binary silhouette. The sequence has 340 images in total, and we use 334 for training and 6

for testing. Two experiments are carried out: map from color foreground to silhouette and

from silhouette to foreground. PCA is used to pre-process the data to a lower dimension

to reduce computing burden. When training the backward neural network for {ŷi→ x
b
i },

we split the components of xbi in several groups to train several networks separately. From

Fig 4, one can see that both map from color to silhouette and from silhouette to color

produce the reasonable results.

4 Conclusion and Discussion

We introduced neural network to model the embedding produced by manifold learning

algorithms. Neural networkwas used to train and perform both the forwardmap from high

dimensional image space to low dimensional embedding space, and the backward map

from low dimensional space to high dimensional image space. Additionally, we combined

the forward and backward network to build auto-association model and cross association

model. From the viewpoint of manifold learning, we conduct an investigation to solve the

out-of-sample problems. From the viewpoint of neural network, manifold learning can

act as a median for the learning of multilayered networks, such as auto-association and

cross-association networks. Tsodyks and Gilbert [16] said that ’The main drawback of

feed-forward networks, however, is that they rely on a feedback teaching signal, which

does not fit with known brain neuroanatomy.’ We demonstrated that manifold learning is

a natural way to provide supervision for feed-forward network. Manifold learning can be

used as a bridge between supervised and unsupervised neural networks. Working together

with manifold learning algorithms, many tasks using neural networks can be implemented

more easily.
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